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Abstract
Energy-efficient user-interactive and display-oriented ap-

plications on handhelds rely heavily on multiple accelerators
(termed IP cores) to meet their periodic frame processing
needs. Further, these platforms are starting to host multiple
applications concurrently on the multiple CPU cores. Unfor-
tunately, today’s hardware exposes an interface that forces
the host software (Android drivers) to treat each IP core as
an isolated device. Consequently, the host CPU has to get
involved in the (i) processing of each frame, (ii) scheduling
them to ensure timely progress through the IP cores to meet
their QoS needs, and (iii) explicitly having to move data from
one IP core to the next, with main memory serving as the
common staging area.

We show in this paper through measurements on a Nexus 7
platform that the frequent invocation of the CPU for process-
ing these frames and the involvement of main memory as a
data flow conduit, are serious limitations. Instead, we propose
a novel IP virtualization framework (VIP), involving three key
ideas that allow several IPs to be chained together and made
to appear to the software as a single device. First, chaining
of IPs avoids data transfer through the memory system, en-
hancing the throughput of flows through the IPs. Second, by
using a burst-mode, the CPU can initiate the processing of
several frames through the virtual IP chain, without getting
involved (and interrupted) for each frame, thereby allowing
better energy saving and utilization opportunities. Removing
the CPU from this loop, requires alternate orchestration of
frame flows to ensure QoS guarantees for each frame of each
application. Our third enhancement in VIP creates several
virtual paths, one for each flow, through these IP chains with
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the hardware scheduling the frames to enforce QoS guaran-
tees despite any contention for resources along the way. Our
experimental evaluations demonstrate the effectiveness of VIP
on energy consumption and QoS for multiple applications.

1. Introduction
Handheld devices are being increasingly used for a wide num-

ber of very demanding and interactive applications that work

on frames of data within soft real-time bounds. Examples of

such frame-based applications include video and audio stream-

ing, video chat and social networking, and interactive games.

It has been reported [7] that out of the total time spent by users

on these devices, more than 80% is spent in such interactive

frame-oriented applications, making this an important class of

applications to sustain. These applications are characterized

by large volumes of data that need to be periodically processed

within soft real-time bounds (specified by a frame rate ∼16 ms

bound for providing 60 FPS), and delivered to the output de-

vices, e.g., HD displays, wireless interfaces and flash storage.

It has long been recognized [29] that general purpose CPU

cores are inefficient, especially from the energy-efficiency per-

spective, to process such applications. Instead, customized

accelerators (termed IP cores in this paper) are often employed

to avoid the limitation of von Neumann architectures in such

applications, to attain the high energy efficiencies [12]. From

the main CPU core’s perspective (the software running on it),

each IP core is considered as a separate device, and there is

a hand-off mechanism – involving synchronization, data and

results communication – to offload the computation to the IPs.

When we examine the interface that exists today between

such IPs and the CPU cores, there are two main deficiencies,

leading to both performance and power inefficiencies:

• Many of today’s applications use more than one IP. For

instance, Skype video conferencing involves, besides the

CPU, the camera, video encoder and display IPs. They

require a pipelined processing of the data flowing from one

IP to another. However, today’s hardware simply exposes

an interface to each IP as if it were an isolated unit, and it

is up to the host software (the libraries and device drivers

running on the main CPU) to explicitly chain these IPs
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together. As a consequence, this implies (i) unnecessary

extra data movement (usually involving memory that is both

a bandwidth constrained and power consuming resource)

that could have been circumvented by directly making data

flow from one IP to the next, and (ii) the host CPU has

to get involved in orchestrating the movement of each (or

some small sub-group) frame, both taking away the cycles

that it could have spent doing other useful work and, more

importantly, consuming power due to periodic activities as

opposed to going into a low power mode (sleep state) for

prolonged periods.

• Today’s handhelds run multiple applications, whether on

the same host core or on the multiple cores available to-

day. When multiple applications depend on IPs, including

possibly some common IPs, it introduces several points of

contention – the shared IP(s), the data flow paths, and the

memory. Even if not all IPs in the data flow in the appli-

cations are shared, the points of contention can severely

restrict the concurrency, effectively making the parallelism

offered by multiple cores under-utilized. The problem is

somewhat similar to message flow in networks, where even

if source-destination pairs of different messages may have

no commonality, the fact that one or more links in their re-

spective paths intersect, can lead to unnecessary contention

and back-pressure as has been well studied [14]. Throw-

ing more hardware (i.e., increasing the number of IPs) to

handle the contention is not desirable from the cost and/or

energy viewpoint, especially when we are not clear if we

are extracting the maximum utilization out of the existing

IPs.

In this paper, our approach to tackling these issues in the

context of IP-data flows on handhelds uses a similar solution

strategy to network routing. Even if flits of a message move

hop-by-hop from one switch to the next, they do not necessar-

ily need the source involvement after an end-to-end channel is

set up (in wormhole routing and circuit switching strategies),

making it a lot more efficient for bulk data transfers (with is

the case with these bulky frames). Further, each such message

is relatively isolated from another (i.e., blocking of one mes-

sage is not always holding up network resources that could

allow another to proceed) by virtualizing these channels of

data flow in the network [16, 15] in the shared resources.

Borrowing these ideas from the network domain, this paper

investigates the following questions to improve the perfor-

mance and energy-efficiency of data flow across IPs of a hand-

held in these emerging and increasingly popular frame-based

applications:

• Rather than treat each IP as a separate piece of hardware,
can we dynamically create/initiate a Virtual IP (VIP) hard-
ware chain of IP cores that can be treated as a single device
in software by the host? Consequently, explicit periodic

data movement with CPU and memory involvement can be

avoided, for better performance and energy efficiency.

• Can we instantiate a version of this Virtual IP hardware

chain for each application’s data flow through its sequence
of IPs? Essentially we are trying to create a virtual channel

of data flow across IPs for each application’s data flow.

• What hardware enhancements are needed to chain these IPs
to create a VIP chain? What should be the APIs/Interfaces
exposed by the hardware to facilitate this?

• What software APIs are needed to create/initiate these VIP
chains for each application? Can we achieve this without
significant alterations to existing application codes?

• How do we allocate resources, and schedule the process-
ing and data flows to ensure that each such VIP channel
progresses as per the corresponding application’s flow rate
requirements, without interfering with each other?
Chaining individual IPs and exposing a smarter interface

to this integrated chain, relieves the main CPU core from

explicitly moving frames across IPs. Further, by introducing

a burst mode of operation, the CPU can send several such

frames in one burst through this chain, avoiding the need to

take interrupts upon completion of each frame. While these

two enhancements alone can enhance the throughput of frame

flows and energy efficiencies, we may consequently lose out on

the orchestration that the CPU was doing earlier in scheduling

individual frames of multiple applications to ensure their QoS

needs. As a result, our VIP proposal additionally incorporates

enhancements to conduct rate-based flow control/scheduling

mechanisms to meet each frame’s QoS requirements.

To our knowledge, this is the first paper to propose such an

approach to virtualize the flow of data across multiple IPs for

co-existing applications that are involved in periodically pro-

cessing frames. This approach can help boost the utilization

of existing IPs, while still allowing individual applications

to meet their required frame/flow rates. Such a solution can

increase the availability of host cores for other useful work

by relieving them from the mundane role of data transfer con-

duits between IPs. It also achieves this goal without requiring

additional IPs to be introduced into the already power and

real-estate constrained handheld device.

We first conduct a series of measurements on several hand-

held platforms to capture the CPU, memory and IP traffic and

their timing constraints. Then, extending the GemDroid simu-

lator [9] to support our proposed virtualization framework for

multiple applications, we conduct an in-depth evaluation of

the proposed designs. Our experimental evaluations with two-

application workloads show that the proposed VIP scheme can

provide on an average ∼22% energy saving, and ∼15% im-

provement in QoS (frame drop rate) compared to just enabling

IP-to-IP direct communication.

2. How Flow-based Applications Work?
In this section, we illustrate how a typical display bound flow-

based application works on current handhelds, describe how

the problem exacerbates with multiple applications, and finally

present the two major types of inefficiencies present in the

system: periodic CPU interrupts and memory as a bottleneck.
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while !End of Video do
/*Request Input Buffer*/

requestBuffer();
readFrame();

/*Send Frame to Decoder*/
decodeFrame();

/*Wait till decoder is done*/

/*Read Output from Decoder*/
pullFrame();

/*Send Frame to Render*/
render();

/*Send Frame to Display*/
display();

end
(c) High-level algorithm of Video Player

Figure 1: Video playback flow
2.1. Single Application Scenario

Currently, most mobile apps follow a sequence of steps

through multiple IPs to display frames of content onscreen.

Fortunately, Android [26] supports different SDKs (OpenGL

ES [24], RenderScript [25]) besides several layers in the An-

droid framework to prevent the need for app developers to

directly interact with the IP hardware and in turn avoid code

portability issues. Therefore, applications use API calls to

talk to the driver which in turn handles the requests to the

corresponding IP. The drivers present in the Android OS stack

virtualize the underlying hardware components (essentially, a

single IP), as applications neither have any specific knowledge

about the IP nor do they know about whether other applica-

tions are accessing them. To illustrate all the above, we study

a typical video-player application (Grafika [23], available as

open-source) where we show when the APIs are invoked, and

how the drivers are called (shown in Figure 1).

As shown, the CPU does some simple computation and

invokes the IPs, through their drivers, by providing the request

details, frame size, and pointers to the locations that need

to be read from and written back to. Once the IP processes

the data, its output data is transferred from its local buffers

to main memory and it notifies the CPU with an interrupt.

The interrupt is handled by the OS, and a call-back response

is sent to the application which then invokes the next IP in

pipeline though the corresponding driver. This shuttling of

data back-and-forth between the CPU, memory, and IPs is

shown in Figure 1. This sequence is repeated for each IP until

the frame gets displayed. Also, the above series of events

are repeated for each and every frame. An optimal approach

would be to bypass the CPU interrupts for every IP, as well as

bypass memory by making each IP directly communicate with

the next one, as shown in Figure 1 (as Ideal). Although the

CPU does not do computationally intensive tasks, it cannot go

to deep sleep states because of it being the “task-master” that

handles API calls besides memory allocations.

2.2. Multiple Application Scenario

Stock Android OS does not support concurrent multiple ap-

plication execution currently. In variations of Android, where

multiple application execution is supported, IPs are typically

not “tied” to an application through its run-time. Multiple

applications multiplex the IPs over time. They queue their

requests to the driver unaware of other application(s). To

understand how a multiple-app system would work, we in-

strumented the above mentioned open source video-player

application to support up to four video playbacks and ran it

on a Nexus 7 device. Each concurrently running video player

would inject its requests into the video-decoder IP, and we

found the following from our experiment: (1) Video-Decoder

(VD) accelerator/IP limits the number of requests that can be

queued. For example, we found that in Nexus 7, the queue

size is seven; beyond this, the CPU/driver is blocked from

sending additional requests. (2) In a multi-app scenario, if

one application blocks a shared IP by enqueueing multiple

requests continuously, the other applications can suffer. Some

level of control or coordination at the application/driver/OS

level is needed to ensure fairness, and, (3) as the number of

video-player instances is increased, video-playback quality

decreased visibly1, as well as the overheads (CPU activity) ob-

served at the cores increased substantially. In the next section,

we explore reasons for these inefficiencies.
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Figure 2: Energy inefficiency of cores in handling interrupts and
in scheduling each frame.

3. Motivation: Inefficiencies in Current Systems
Android is built on a traditional software-based OS model

which virtualizes the underlying hardware2. Also it does not

1A Nexus tablet was able to run four concurrent lower-quality videos but

four HD videos were not runnable. Another tablet from Asus (MemoPad 8)

ran four HD videos, but at a low FPS.
2By virtualizing the hardware, the OS hides the hardware details and

provides an illusion of exclusive access to each application.
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Figure 3: Inefficiency due to memory

distinguish these frame-based IPs such as graphics, video

and imaging from other traditional devices incurring fewer

interrupts. It fails to recognize the fact that (1) these IPs need

to process frames of data within a limited amount of time, (2)

CPUs are invoked at regular intervals to do a specific task per

frame, (3) it is not just one driver that runs on the CPU – it

is a sequence of multiple drivers invoking different IPs that

need to work in unison to produce the final frame, and (4)

drivers and the OS work at a much higher level that they do

not take into account the hardware inefficiencies such as stalls

due to memory traffic while scheduling requests. Therefore,

the conventional virtualization model in the Android stack

does not scale well in mobile devices.

3.1. Inefficiencies of CPU Interrupts and Per-frame Pro-
cessing

When running multiple applications, multiple cores need to

be active to setup IP calls and handle their interrupts. Conse-

quently, the cores are kept busy, increasing the overall energy

consumption. Moreover, even if the IPs are fast enough, such

a dependency on the CPU to setup each IP for every frame,

will impact the overall system throughput.

To quantify the impact of CPU’s active time, on a real

platform, we instrumented Grafika’s source code to profile the

time taken by the CPU to request input/output frame buffers,

set up decoders for frame input, read the next frame, and

render it to the display. This includes the time when the CPU

is stalled when an IP is busy. We have also instrumented

the application to support decoding multiple video streams in

parallel, and render all of them on screen. Figure 2 shows the

summation of active CPU time (across all cores) to display

24-FPS video and a 60-FPS video when multiple copies of the

same video is played. It can be observed from this plot that the

total CPU active time to display a frame for each video stream

increases with increase in number of applications. To meet

the 16-ms deadline for 60-FPS HD videos, multiple cores are

run in parallel to set up each frame. Also, with the higher

frame rate requirement, the overall activity across all the cores

increases 3. In Figure 2(b), we show the number of times the

CPU cores were interrupted. With 4 applications, we find a

3X increase in the number of interrupts when compared to

running a single application.

3As per component energy drain cannot be captured on a real device, we

use the simulator to obtain an estimate of the energy consumed by the cores

for the same application for a period of 1 second.

3.2. Performance Inefficiencies due to shared resources

To complete the analysis, we also look at the other factor that

impacts the overall efficiency – amount of time that an IP is

doing useful work when it is active (processing one frame).

As mobile devices start to support multiple applications, in-

creased contention for shared resources like system-agent,

memory controllers and DRAM leads to drop in utilization of

the IPs. The results for a video-decoder IP running n-copies

of video-player is shown in Figure 3. We see in Figure 3 (a)

the IP processing time increases with the number of requests

as expected. In Figure 3 (b), we see the overall utilization of

an IP decreases with increase in number of applications. Note

that, with an ideal zero-latency memory (denoted as Ideal in

figure), utilization is close to 100%. Due to “over-subscription”

of IPs, when 4 applications are run concurrently, it takes 23ms

to process and display a frame which exceeds the 60 FPS dead-

line (16-ms per frame) by a large margin. Comparatively, with

an ideal memory, even when handling 4 applications, the IP is

able to process the frame well within the 16ms deadline.

The low-utilization observed in Figure 3 (b), and the fail-

ure to meet the deadline when running 4 applications can be

directly attributed to the memory system. Figures 3 (c) and

(d) demonstrate that the average memory bandwidth increases

with the number of applications and the percentage of time

when the memory is close to its peak bandwidth (>80%) is

high.

Summary: To summarize, as mobile devices start to sup-

port more applications simultaneously, current systems do

not seem to scale. This is attributed to two main reasons –

too frequent CPU interrupts and memory stalls affecting IP

throughput. Even with multiple applications, we see that IPs
are not fully utilized, hence adding more IPs will not resolve
the problem.

4. Virtualizing IP Flows

4.1. Overview of Our Proposed Solutions

Figure 4 illustrates the overall idea with the incremental addi-

tion of each technique proposed. Part (a) shows the baseline

system where the CPU invokes IPs and orchestrates control

flow for each frame. On the other hand, (b) depicts the sce-

nario when IPs communicate between themselves without
using memory as an intermediary. In this technique, core

sends a “super-request” that flows through a sequence of IPs.
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This technique eliminates memory stalls, and as a result, we

expect improvement in per-frame processing time of IPs. In

(c), we propose Frame-Bursts, where the CPU sends a burst

of these super-requests at one instant. Through this frame

burst, the CPU schedules a set of frames at once instead of

orchestrating IPs for each frame. This reduces CPU active

time and interrupts substantially. Finally, in (d), we propose

applications reserving virtual data channels across multiple
IPs - our VIP scheme. Such a methodology ensures that each

application can meet its QoS requirement. We propose to

achieve this via fine-grained hardware level virtualization of
the IPs, where they can context switch between multiple re-

quests when needed. This not only increases the throughput,

but also limits the impact of head-of-the-line blocking problem
if an IP is heavily used by one application.

In the subsections below, we discuss each of the above-

mentioned parts in greater detail.

4.2. IP-to-IP Communication
As mentioned in Section 3.2, memory stalls play a major role

in curtailing IP utilization to sub-optimal numbers. To over-

come this problem, a few recent works have proposed direct

IP-to-IP communication [5, 56, 51], where IPs avoid explicit

reading or writing of frames to DRAM memory, and directly

forward their output to the next IP through caches or flow

buffers. Clearly, this enables more effective communication

between the producer and consumer IPs leading to reduced

memory stalls. Speed mismatch between the IPs is accounted

for by careful buffer-sizing and fine-grain synchronization be-

tween the IPs. In this paper, we simply adopt this solution to

overcome the memory problem.

This IP-to-IP communication enables looking at a sequence

of multiple IPs as a single unified resource as each IP au-

tonomously communicates with the next when needed. This

eliminates the CPU from needing to setup each IP in a chain

of IPs for a frame. Instead data flows through a sequence of

IPs avoiding intermediate memory operations.

4.3. Frame Bursts
While IP-to-IP communication relieves the CPU from intra-

frame inefficiencies, it still needs to do the task of setting up

data frames, pointers, and has to trigger the IP-flow for each

frame. (See Not Avoided arrow in Figure 4.)

To further reduce such inefficiencies across frames, we pro-

pose “frame bursts” – where CPUs send aggregated requests

to the IPs instead of sending them one by one for each frame.

The frame burst request sent to the first IP contains a header

packet with information about the processing requirements

(such as FPS, frame sizes and IPs in sequence). The IPs can

work on them continuously without interrupting the CPU core,
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thereby allowing them to go into longer and deeper sleep

state, hence saving energy. This solution will need the CPU to

intervene only once every n-frames, where n is chosen in cor-

respondence with application requirements. In this work, we

consider three major classes of commonly used applications,

where we apply frame bursts: (i) video playback which in-

clude any video playing or streaming apps, (ii) video encoding

which includes video recording, photo-capture, Skype, Google

Hangout and other similar ‘recording’ apps, and (iii) gaming

based applications – any touch or flick/swipe based games.

Note that the flows considered in these three applications are

representative of display bound Android applications.

Video playback and Video Encoding Applications: These

applications employ common video formats like VP8/H264

and are apt for frame bursts. Every uncompressed full-frame

(known as independent-frame) in the video is followed by n
predicted frames. Typically, the distance between the inde-

pendent frames (called as GOP size) is less than 20 frames

to keep the quality of video high[3]. During video playback,

some videos have variable GOP sizes. Each set of frames in

between independent frames can be directly scheduled using a

single frame burst. In video encoding apps, this GOP size can

be varied, and is usually determined by the user. Burst size

can be the same as chosen GOP size or a few frame-bursts

can capture the GOP. Due to this, in encoding apps, there is

better control and uniformity when choosing the burst sizes.

Having a larger burst size will improve energy savings and

performance. Further details regarding how these applications

can be modified to take advantage of frame bursts is discussed

in Section 5.

Game Applications: These applications need careful atten-

tion as the frame burst sizing can affect game-play and user-

interactivity. A large burst of frames means the graphics and

display pipeline will be occupied and the CPU can avoid

polling for each frame. Therefore, when a user touches or

swipes, the system might not be as responsive as before since

the core needs to wake up (or context switch from a different

job), leading to reduced interactivity and feedback. In lieu of

this, to tailor this technique for gaming apps, we considered

two open-source versions of popular games, Flappy Bird[13]

(touch-based) and Fruit Ninja[20] (flick/swipe-based). We

instrumented both the games to capture user-touch behavior.

With the help of 20 users (of varying degrees of player effi-

ciency), each playing both the games for at least 10 minutes,

we captured a typical game play behavior. In Figure 5, we

plot the average time taken between user-touches for Flappy-

Bird. We note that rapid successive clicks will be at least 0.15

sec apart, with most touches (>60%) above 0.5 seconds. Note

that 0.15 seconds translate to a leeway of around 10 frames

(for a 60 FPS game). With a frame burst of size 5, two frame

bursts can comfortably fit in this duration. In Fruit Ninja, we

captured the duration of flick and the time interval between

*Open-source version of FlappyBirds and FruitNinja are used.
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Figure 6: Number of frame between flicks in FruitNinja*

each flick. In Figure 6(a), we plot the percentage of frames that

could be in the frame burst in between flicks. Note that 40%

of the frames cannot be burst as the user is flicking and the rest

60% of the frames could be in the burst. In Figure 6(b), we

plot the distribution of the 60% of the frames that can be burst

as a function of the maximum burst size. Theoretically, the

maximum burst size could be more than 180 frames if the flick

duration is longer than 3 seconds. For example, there could be

27 to 30 frames in a burst for about 7% of the burstable time.

Based on this user behavior, we propose a hybrid approach to

design the frame bursts for gaming applications. When a user

is not flicking the screen, the frame bursts can be longer, and

while flicking, the technique will be disabled for maximum

responsiveness.

During the non-flick phases, we limit the frame burst to

<10 frames (<160 milli-sec) to ensure that the system will be

responsive even if user touches in between the burst. With

smaller bursts, the maximum duration between the touch and

the responsiveness would be imperceptible to human eye[37].

Note that, in all above applications, frame bursts will always
improve frame time and FPS. We observed that for gaming

apps, with 10 frames per burst, system responsiveness remains

unaffected. Further details regarding how game applications

can implement frame bursts are given in Section5.

Consequences of Fusing Frame-Bursts and IP-to-IP Com-
munication: While the above two solutions address parts

of the larger problem at hand, together they introduce a new

problem. With the IP-to-IP communication, IPs are configured

to communicate directly with the next IP. In essence, all IPs to-

gether form a chain to produce the frames. With frame-bursts,

CPU schedules a number of frames and does not intervene for
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Figure 7: Combining Frame-Bursts and IP-to-IP communica-
tion leads to Head-Of-Line blocking by shared IPs.

every frame, expecting all tasks to be complete. But, consider

a multiple applications scenario with an IP being shared across

their respective data flows. Here, one application’s frame-burst

could occupy a chain of IPs, and thus, the shared IP could

be blocked for considerable periods (for the duration of a full

frame-burst, e.g. 80ms for a 60-FPS 5-frame burst). Such a

scenario will allow only one of the applications to progress at

one point (shown in Figure 7), with the other being blocked

resulting in QoS violations. Earlier the CPU (Android) was in-

volved in each frame and could thus avoid such violations. By

removing the CPU out of the equation, some other component

(the hardware) has to take on this role to ensure QoS, which

serves as the motivation for our solution in the next section.

4.4. VIP: Virtualization of IP Chains
The aim of VIP is to enable IP-to-IP communication, circum-

venting the source (CPU) involvement, as well as avoiding

the head-of-line (HOL) blocking phenomena caused in the

multiple application execution scenario, as explained above.

One of the commonly used networking techniques to avoid

HOL blocking in routers is to virtualize the channels such

that even if one path is blocked, messages in other paths can

still pass through. It is the process of time sharing the data

path by multiple messages that prevents blocking. Inspired by

virtual-channels, we propose to virtualize the IP data paths by

concurrent requests with the goal of preventing HOL blocking,

and enabling each application to independently progress to

meet its QoS.

Virtualizing IP flows has three major advantages:

• First, when the IP-chain is instantiated by the CPU, akin to

network messages, source intervention is avoided. Data flows

from the source to destination routed appropriately through

the IPs present in the flow. Further, as the data “flows” from

one to another, the detour through memory and the CPUs is

avoided. This reduces memory energy, CPU energy, and data

transfer latency across IPs by minimizing the data movement

across the system.

• Second, it satisfies individual application QoS requirements

of each co-existing data flow. With multiple applications, each

may have its own frame rate requirements. If one application

has a slow frame rate, with frame bursts enabled, it might

occupy one IP or a chain of IPs for a considerable amount of

time, thereby preventing other applications from progressing.

By allowing concurrent data flows, VIP enables multiple ap-

plications to progress individually.

• Third, due to virtualization, IPs maintain independent con-

IP1

IP2

IP3

IP4

IP5

APP2

Core2

APP1

Core1

Data flow IP Buffers Buffer Scheduling Logic

Figure 8: VIP Solution with Multiple Applications

texts for each request, and thus, it gives them complete control

to manage their resources in the most efficient way. Tradition-

ally, they are controlled by the CPU (their software drivers),

which is unaware of the memory stalls or hardware level bot-

tlenecks faced by the IPs. With fine grained control over which

request to prioritize at every instant, along with enabling IP-

to-IP communication, overall IP utilizations are maximized.

An illustration of multiple apps sharing IP3 is shown in

Figure 8. IP3 has two sets of input and output registers, along

with contexts for storing requests from both core 1 and core 2.

Note that, maintaining the contexts of applications barely re-

quire a handful of registers. As shown, IP3 partitions both the

application’s data flow through its virtual data channels. The

scheduling logic controls the rate at which both applications

progress and determines who gets the available compute/IP

resources at any point in time. It also makes sure that both re-

quests progress at the rate determined by the applications and

meet their respective deadlines. In this work, we implement a

simple EDF (earliest deadline first) scheduling policy. In the

next section, we discuss implementation of VIP in detail.

5. Implementation
To enable VIP, support at the application layer, OS/driver and

system layer, and hardware layer is necessary. First, at the

application level, the programmer specifies the flow of IPs,

frame properties and QoS requirements of each application

through an API. This API communicates these to the software

drivers, which in turn, passes the data to the hardware IP

controllers. We discuss how each one is implemented, and

how they work in cohesion.

5.1. Application Level Changes

As discussed before, applications currently are designed to

produce frames of data at regular intervals. To enable schedul-

ing a “burst of frames”, two modifications are proposed. First,

the application programmer needs to specify the chain of IPs
used and the frame properties of the application. Second,

there needs to be an interface through which the programmer

can initiate a frame burst request. To accomplish these, we

propose simple extensions to the existing APIs (application

programming interfaces). Using the API, at the beginning

of the application, programmer specifies the sequence of IPs

that will be needed for each frame using the open() calls

(as shown in Figures 9, 10, and 11. The API interacts with

the software IP driver to instantiate the chain of IPs in the
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codec.configure(format, …,   
ENABLE_FRAMEBRUST);
chain_id = open(..);

Decode_Frames(){
Schedule_FrameBurst(

chain_id, 
inputframe_p, 
NumFrames, 
chunksize[],
presentationTime[] /*FPS*/

); 
sleep(NumFrames);
}

codec.configure(format, …);
codec.start();

Decode_Frame(){
dequeueInputBuffer()
readSampleData()
queueInputBuffer()
dequeueOutputBuffer()
preRender()
releaseOutputBuffer()

}

,
IP ChainIP Chain
Instantiation

API Call

libstagefright (Customized)

libstagefright

Figure 9: Video Decode API

codec.configure(format, …);
codec.start();

Encode_Frame(){
/**drain encoder**/
dodrain();

/**Insert a frame to encoder**/
setpresentTime(time);
encodeframe();//encode a frame
}

codec.configure(format, …,   
ENABLE_FRAMEBRUST);
chain_id = open(..);

Encode_Frames(){
Schedule_FrameBurst(

chain_id, 
inputframe_p, 
NumFrames, 
chunksize[],
presentationTime[] /*FPS*/

);
sleep(NumFrames);
}

libstagefright, OpenGL

libstagefright, OpenGL (Customized)

IP ChainIP Chain
Instantiation

API Call

Figure 10: Video Encode API

codec.configure(format, …,);
codec.start();

play_original (){
state = process_user_input(input);
frame = generate_next_frame(state);
draw(frame);

}

codec.configure(format, …,
ENABLE_FRAMEBRUST);
chain_id = open(..);

play(){
states[] = process_user_input(input, NumFrames);
frames[] = generate_next_frames(states[]);
FrameBurst(chain_id, frames[], NumFrames);
//rollback if interruptions arrive
if(DO_ROLLBACK && WFI){

rollback();play(); //re-compute frames
}    }

OpenGL
(Customized)

OpenGL

IP ChainIP Chain
Instantiation

OpenGL
API Call

Figure 11: Graphics API

hardware. The driver provides an identifier for the chain of

IPs, which the programmer can use when he is scheduling the

frame burst requests. Currently, in Android, the programmers

need to instantiate all IPs individually. With VIP, we can cre-

ate/initiate a virtual IP chain that can be treated as a single

device through the rest of the program.

In this work, we studied the open-source version of three

categories of applications and carefully identified the precise

changes needed for each application. The changes are generic

and we do not envision them to be limited to just these set of

applications. We show the simplified version of the original

code and the frame burst API proposed for video-playback,

video-encoding and graphics in Figure 9,10, and 11. These

APIs need number of frames to be issued, the memory ad-

dresses of input frames, and the size of each frame, all of

which are a part of the original Android API. Apart from what

the original API has, the modified version needs the frame

burst size, and the chain identifier provided by the driver. This

API calls the software drivers which in turn passes it to the

CPU to initiate the frame bursts.

5.2. OS Driver and System Layer

Only minor modifications to the original media library are

needed to support frame bursts. Currently, stock Android

audio codecs already handle frame bursts for external devices

like the audio and network devices. As audio plays at a very

high frequency (at least 48000 Hz) and network device brings

in bursts of packets, drivers of these devices tune the system

to handle multiple frames/packets. Such a design needs to be

extended for video encode/decode/graphics IPs.

5.3. Changes to IP scheduling

Conventionally, software drivers in the Android kernel pro-

vide the physical addresses where the data can be read from

and written to, and the deadlines (QoS), based on applica-

tion requirements. Drivers use the deadlines to pick which

request to schedule next from among the set of requests in

their queue. For VIP, since the CPU is out of the loop for many

of the frames, the scheduling tasks have to be undertaken in

hardware. Consequently, we have implemented a simple EDF

(earliest deadline first) scheduler to pick the next task to run

on an IP when it is supporting multiple flows. While EDF

may not be suitable for ensuring fairness, it is still a reason-

able option for our purposes given its simplicity in hardware

implementation especially for the small number of channels

that we support. The information on the deadlines and next

IPs in the flow are passed on in the header packet that is sent

to each IP (from the producer).

5.4. Header Packet

The header packet contains the context information to support

the different flows and this information is passed on between

the different IPs. The information is shown in Figure 12.

Packetet Field Fieldd Size
IPs in flow <IP1, IP2,..IPn>  32 bits, 4 bits/IP
Frame size in KB  16 bits
Frame rate (deadline)  4 bits
Frame Burst size  4 bits
Frame Src Mem address  32 bits
Frame Dest Mem address  32 bits
Frame context 1   1KB for IP1
Frame context 2  1KB for IP2
… …
Frame context n  1KB for IPn

Figure 12: Description of a header packet.

The size the header packet is variable as it depends on the

number of IPs in the flow. It is important to note that, most

of the information is related to frame context information

that needs to be maintained for every IP. The frame context

includes details like the pixel format, encoding/decoding for-

mats, frame height and width. Given the fact that these details

fit in a few 32-bit registers in current IPs, we do not expect

them to be more that 1KB per IP. The longest app flow has

about 4 IPs (Table 1) and therefore, we expect the header

packet to be about 4KB. This is relatively small (since a

header packet is incurred only once every frame burst) com-

pared to the several MBs of data flowing through the SA

(system-agent). When accounted, we found negligible impact

due to header packets in our experiments.

5.5. Hardware Support for VIP

Virtual IP data flow can be integrated into existing IPs by

replacing their single stack of input/output buffers with multi-

lane buffers. If the IP needs to support more concurrent flows,

then the number of lanes in the buffers needs to be increased

as well. Each lane also has a corresponding set of registers
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Figure 13: Overview of Virtualized IP architecture.

that holds the context of the requests (containing application

and request specific details and QoS requirements). To enable

switching across multiple lanes (maximum 4 in our case to

support up to 4 applications), a multiplexer (and demultiplexer)

is necessary before (and after) the scheduling logic, as shown

in Figure 13. To support IPs operating at different rates, we

integrate flow control mechanisms to allow the producer and

consumer IPs to indicate the availability of buffers. These

signals are low bandwidth (flag to indicate buffer full/not-

full) and are communicated through the system-agent through

which the flow data is also transferred. We wish to reiterate

that the arrows indicating data flow between the IPs, as in

Figure 8, is only to show the logical data flow, and the physical
realization of such flows is realized through the normal wires
via the System Agent, which is the centralized interconnect

and controller on these handhelds. Also, note that, when IPs

are not chained together, each IP can still operate in isolation

(as before), with explicit programmability/interactions from

the host driver.
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Figure 14: Impact of buffer size at each IP on its energy con-
sumption and area.

Buffer Sizing: IP-to-IP communication happens through

the flow buffers at the producer and consumer, with a sub-
frame. We divide a frame into smaller units, called sub-frames,

similar to the flit concept in packet processing. Scheduling

at the IPs happen at the subframe granularity. If the buffer

slots in the producer’s lane (corresponding to a flow) are full,

the producer IP gets stalled until it gets enough buffer space

to write its output. Therefore, if different IPs use different

subframe sizes, then the minimum buffer capacity needs to

be at least the size of the biggest subframe. However, not all

IPs communicate with one another. For example, an audio-

decoder will never forward its output to the camera IP and

vice-versa. Hence, buffer size per lane can be limited to the

maximum subframe size among the possible producers it has.

From our experiments, for the IP configurations chosen, few

tens of cache lines per lane was found to be sufficient for all

IPs to avoid pipeline stalls significantly and not add much to

the energy costs. As seen in Figure 14 (a), when the size of the

buffer reduces, the end to end time for a frame increases due

to stalls. Impact of buffer size on their energy consumption

and area occupied (using CACTI[54]) is shown in Figure 14

(b). Based on this data, we choose 32 cache-lines (2KB) as

the buffer size per IP in our experiments with support up to 2

lanes.

If there are fewer buffer lanes in the IPs than the number of

flows that need to be simultaneously handled, then there are

two possible techniques to handle this scenario: (i) either block

the sender IP till the data can flow again, or (ii) forward the

data to main memory so that the consumer can pick it up later.

The latter method necessitates more complex communication

protocols between IPs, with additional logic to figure out

where the data resides. We, instead, use the former method,

and simply stall the sender IP till buffer space is available and

the consumer can take this data. In our implementation, we

use a buffer size of 2 KB (32 cache-lines) per IP and sub-frame

size of 1 KB.

6. Evaluation and Results
6.1. Applications and Workloads Used

Table 1 lists the frame-based applications studied in our eval-

uations. Since we focus on efficiently supporting multiple

applications in our work, we consider practical combinations

(commonly encountered scenarios) of the listed applications.

These are listed in Table 2 along with the reasoning behind

choosing such a combination. All the applications produce

display frames, and involve multiple IPs to produce each frame

(refer to [9] for IP-abbreviations).

App App Name IP Flows
A1 Game-1 GPU - DC; AD - SND

A2 AR-Game GPU - DC; CPU - VE - NW; AD - SND; MIC - AE - NW

A3 Audio-Play CPU - AD - SND; CPU - DC

A4 Skype CPU - VD - DC; CAM - VE - NW; AD - SND; MIC - AE - NW

A5 Video Player CPU - VD - DC; AD - SND

A6 Video Record CAM - IMG - DC; CAM - VE - MMC; MIC - AE - MMC

A7 Youtube CPU - VD - DC; AD - SND

Table 1: Applications and their IP flows.

Wkld Application Combinations Use-case
W1 2 Video-Play Concurrent multiple Video Playback from disk

W2 1 HD-Video + 2-video Playback Concurrent multiple Video Playback

W3 Video-Play + YouTube Youtube video played with video on disk

W4 Skype + Video-Play Watching video while teleconferencing

W5 Game-1 + Skype Online multi-player gaming

W6 AR-Game + Audio-Play Music playback from disk while gaming

W7 Video-Play + Video-record Recording while playing another video

W8 Video-Play + AR Game Multiplayer gaming with video-streaming

Table 2: Multiple Applications Workloads.

Evaluation Platform: For the initial part of the work, we

used real systems including Nexus 7, Asus Memo Pad8, Sam-
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Processor ARM ISA; 4-core processor; In-order 1-issue

Caches 64KB cache line; 32 KB L1-I; 32KB L1-D; 512 KB L2

Memory LPDDR3; 4 channel; 1 rank; 8 Banks
Vdd = 1.2V; tCL,tRP,tRCD = 12, 12, 12 ns

IP Parameters Aud.Frame: 16KB frame; Vid.Frame: 4K (3840x2160)
Camera Frame: 2560x1620
Required FPS: 60 (16.66ms)

Table 3: Platform details.

sung S4 and S5 to understand application and system behavior.

In all the systems, as noted before, we use instrumented ver-

sion of the the Grafika application suite released by Google for

video playback, encoding, and recording. We use ftrace[42]

to understand interrupt and kernel behavior running stock An-

droid 4.4.2. Instrumented applications along with their ftraces

were used in determining the time between successive user

taps (or flicks) to figure out the optimal frame burst sizes for

each application. Since implementing IP-to-IP communication

and our proposed VIP scheme require hardware modifications,

we implemented them on a simulation framework. Our evalua-

tion framework builds on top of the GemDroid framework [9],

which uses Android open-source emulator to capture complete

system-level behavior. GemDroid performs trace based simu-

lation of the full platform. Further details about the platform

including each component’s parameters is in Table 3.

6.2. Results
While motivating the need for virtualizing IP chains in Section

4, we showed in Figure 4 (d) that VIP should provide benefits

in all three aspects – energy, performance and QoS. Below,

we present these benefits obtained using VIP, which combines

all the enhancements proposed in this paper. There are 4

possible systems that we compare VIP with : the Baseline
system available today, Frame Burst (which just uses Frame

Burst on top of the Baseline without IP-to-IP communication

support), IP-to-IP (which has IP chaining but no Frame Burst

Support), and IP-to-IP with Frame Burst (but no virtualization

and hardware scheduling).

Energy Efficiency: First, we plot the energy benefits of

the evaluated schemes in Figure 15 normalized with respect

the baseline. The energy benefits are primarily due to 3 reasons

– (i) reduced CPU energy, (ii) reduced data movement, and (ii)

reduced IP stalls (causing IPs to complete their work faster).

Of these, the last two effects are more visible in Figure 15

when IP-to-IP direct transfer is enabled (the last 3 bars for

each workload).

To understand the impact of frame bursts, we separately

study the energy consumption of the CPU in Figure 16. On an

average, the CPU consumes ∼25% lower energy when frame
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Figure 16: Improved energy efficiency of CPUs handling inter-
rupts and scheduling frames with Frame Burst.

bursts are enabled. This is due to the reduction in the number

of instructions executed (shown in the figure). With CPU not

needing to handle each frame, it executes fewer instructions

as it does not need to save the driver/app context every time.

Further, since it has longer gaps before processing (5 frames of

gap), it goes to deeper sleep states. These CPU energy savings

due to frame bursts, lead to ∼10% savings in the system level

energy as shown in Figure 15.

The IP-to-IP communication has a substantial impact on

energy savings as is clearly visible in the last three bars. This

is because of the decreased number of memory bandwidth/ac-

cesses, and the lower stall time for the IPs (reducing their static

power). With VIP, in some cases, as the IPs context switch

across concurrent requests, IPs producing data for the next IP

do not get blocked resulting in energy savings. Overall, with

VIP, we achieve extra energy savings of ∼ 22% over a system

with IP-to-IP communication.

Performance: Frame bursts with IP-to-IP communication

provides two benefits. First, as we can see in Figure 16, the

number of interrupts (shown per 100ms) reduces substantially,

primarily because each IP directly communicates with the next

IP instead of interrupting the core. Second, as IPs commu-

nicate directly with each other bypassing the memory, core

utilization reduces as the average percentage of instructions

reduces by 40% due to reduction in number of interrupts. Al-

though not shown here due to space constraints, the proposed

virtualization support reduces core and memory utilization,

while improving IP utilization. As an overall performance

metric, we plot the reduction in flow time per frame for the

three different techniques in Figure 17. For example, let us

consider the video player application. If memory is used to

transfer data from one IP to the next, approximately 12-14
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Figure 18: VIP enabling meeting QoS deadlines with IP-to-IP
communication and Frame bursts.

MB of data needs to be read+written to DRAM per 1080p

frame. This translates to 700MB-800MB data movement per

second. For a 4K frame, this is 3-4 GBPS. With IP-to-IP com-

munication, we avoid this memory traffic, thereby reducing IP

stalls, reducing memory utilization and flow processing time.

With Frame Bursts, we observe an improvement of about 20%

in frame processing time. With VIP, when there are multiple

requests contending for a resource, due to context switching

overheads, and because the locality at memory gets disturbed,

we see a slight loss in performance compared to the burst mode.

However, as we will see next, the burst mode faces significant

QoS violations compared to VIP in the multiple application

scenario, thereby demonstrating the overall advantages of VIP.

Meeting Quality-Of-Service Deadlines: Figure 18 de-

picts the QoS benefits of the proposed scheme in terms of

normalized frame drop rate with respect to the base line de-

sign. Though we see performance improvements and energy

reduction in Frame Bursts and IP-to-IP with Frame Bursts,

they cause serious degradation in QoS for all eight workloads.

This is because, when one application progresses, the other

application is blocked, resulting in increase in overall frame

drop rate. VIP mitigates this problem by enabling time divi-

sion multiplexing of the IP between both applications. With

EDF scheduling implemented in the IP’s hardware, requests

closer to their deadline get prioritized leading to fewer frame

drops. Overall, while IP-to-IP communication reduces frame

drops by 5%, with frame bursts and EDF in place, VIP helps

reduce ∼15% frame drops compared to the baseline.

7. Related Work
Recently there has been a growing interest in exploring differ-

ent avenues to enhance the performance and energy efficiency

of handheld devices. This primarily includes performance and

energy centric optimizations [59, 39, 4, 8, 11, 17, 19, 18, 1,

55], memory centric optimization [38, 2, 41, 34, 56, 40], IP re-

lated optimizations [21, 30, 36, 48, 50, 31, 22, 53, 27] and plat-

form development for analyzing these systems [28, 47, 9, 32].

However, to the best of our knowledge, this is probably the first

effort to bring IP scheduling from software to hardware and

combining it with memory bypassing for optimizing energy,

performance and QoS in handhelds.

Memory Specific Optimization in SoCs: Recently, few

works have proposed data communication optimizations for

inter-accelerator communication [56, 43, 51, 33]. Particularly,

[56] analyzes the impact of performance enhancement tech-

niques by having a shared buffer between two IPs. These

solutions have been proposed for single application execution,

while VIP is targeted for multiple application execution.

Application Specific Optimization Many works [60, 59,

58, 57, 6] have proposed mobile web browser optimizations

to improve browsing performance and energy efficiency. For

frame-base application optimization [10, 45, 1] focused on

power management for video decoder to achieve higher energy

efficiency.

Virtualization Virtualization has a long history along with

the development of computation devices[49], and has been

widely applied on CPU, network and accelerators. In the

accelerator domain, [52, 46, 44, 35] propose ways to share

GPU resources concurrently. In networking domain, while

there have been multiple works, most of them are based on

virtualizing network resources to improve throughput (using

virtual channels[16, 15]). Unlike the works above, our work

focus on virtualizing IP cores on handhelds to support running

multiple applications.

8. Conclusion
Current IP interfaces are grossly insufficient for the emerging

class of frame based applications that stream frames of data

through several IP cores. The problem gets exacerbated with

multiple such applications running on a platform. The main

CPU cores that are continuously engaged in the processing

of each frame, and the memory system serving as the con-

duit for data flow, are some of the points of contention and

inefficiencies on such systems. Despite running multiple ap-

plications, many of which may use the same IP cores, the

utilizations of these accelerators is not very high, suggesting

that throwing more hardware to serve these multiple applica-

tions is not necessarily the best option. Instead, this paper

proposes a new paradigm for creating Virtual IP chains (VIP)

to address the throughput and energy inefficiencies of cur-

rent designs. VIP employs three complementary innovations

to achieve this goal. First, we enable multiple applications

to use IP-to-IP chaining for direct data transfer avoiding the

memory system overhead. Second, we propose a burst-mode

transfer, where a CPU can initiate the processing of several

frames through the virtual IP chain without being involved/in-

terrupted for each frame. Third, akin to the virtual channel

flow control in the networking domain, we provide a virtual

path for each flow to enforce proportional sharing of IPs for

satisfying the QoS guarantees. Our experimental evaluations

with two-application workloads provides 22% energy saving,

10% improvement in frame processing time and 10% improve-

ment in frame drop rate compared to just enabling IP-to-IP

communication.
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